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Abstract ARer introducing a mathematical definition of the tail‑like equilibriumand
the dipole‑like equilibriuminthe magnetosphere, it is shown by using Physicalintuition

based onthe Energy Principlethatthe incompressible assumptionforthe ballooning
instability is more valid forthe tail‑like conflguration whentheumstable ballooning

mode is strongly localized nearthe equator. Therefore, beforethe substormonset,the
near‑Earthplasma sheet becomes more tail‑like and more likely to be subject tothe

ballooning instability withoutthe stabilizinginnuence of the compressibility, whenthe
critical plasma P due tothe stabilizing tension force is exceeded. The onset of the

ballooninginstability inthe near‑Earthplasma sheet seems promisingly relevant tothe
substorm onset phenomena. Also, the efFect of the stochastic plasma dynamics onthe
balloonlngand interchangeinstabilities is clearly shown.
1. In廿Oduction

The substorm is a global self‑organization process inthe magnetosphere, which

reconflgureS magnetOSPheric magnetic fields having a high1y stretched nightside tail to

a potential field (dipole field). Althoughthe exact and quantitative details of howthe
丘eld lines are dragged tailward bythe solar‑wind have not been completely agreed upon,

the existence of the grow山phase of the substorm, in whjchthe solar‑Wind energy lS

storedinthe tail of the magnetosphere inthe formofthe竺agnetic energy of the highly

stretched tail field, has been tested and confirmed by intensive Observations uSmg ln Situ

and ground‑based observations. However,the speciflC Physical mechanism of the onset
of the expansion phase of the substorm remainsunidentifled even on a qualitative basis.

Sincethe onset of the expansive phase istheinitiation of the release of enormous
energy inthe magnetospheTeina short timeinterval,theunderstanding of the specific
mechanism leading tothe onset of the expansion phase is a key to understandingthe
whole substorm process inthe magnetosphere, SeveraldifFerent mechanisms have been

invoked to explainthe substorm onset.Among other processes Roux et al. (199la,b)
have suggestedthat observed phenomena associatedwiththe substorm onset are
consistent withthe ballooning instability inthe plasma血eet andthusthe ballooning

instability may be an onset mechanism.
The ballooninginstability is a pressure‑driven ideal magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) instability growing in a fast MHD time scale in a high‑P plasma and it occurs
wherethe pressure gradient vector andthe field line cuⅣature vector areinthe same
direction. h也is sense血e血iving mechanism of血e balloonmg mstability lS Similar to
the interchange instability, which has also been studied

intensively in

the

TlagnetOSPheric context (e･g･ Gold 1 959)I Althoughthe ballooning instability has been

Intensively studied inthe context offusion plasma confinement,the application of the

ballooninginstability tothe magnetospheric context is only recent. Viaasand Madden
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(1986) appliedthe ballooning instability tothe plasmapauseandinvestigatedthe effects
of the azimuthal shear丑ow onthe ballooning instability. Miura etal, (1989)血owed by

the numerical eigenmodeanalysisthatthe plasma sheet is subject tothe balloonmg
instabilityand Ohtamietal. (1989b) showed bythe numericaleigenmode analysisthat
the outer edge of the ring current is subject tothe ballooning instability and/or
interchangeinstability. Roux et al. (1991a,b) investigated an isolated dispersionless
substorm withground based observations andinsitu observations by a geostationary
satellite and have sllggeSted, based onthe studies ofMiura et al. (1989) and Ohtani etal.
(1989a,b),thatthe near‑Earth plasma sheet is subject to.the ballooning instabilityand
they attributedthe partialcancellation of the tail current,the resulting particle injection,
andthe development of a westward traveling surge tothe emergence of the balloonlng
instability.
hthe high‑β plasmathe A肋in modeandthe compressible slow mode are
coupled where也ere is a丑eld line curvature (Southwood and Saunders 1985). Miura et

al, (1989)and Ohtani etal. (1989a) derived coupled eigenmode equations of the
ballooning instability, which showthe coupling oftheAlRlin mode andthe slow mode
inthe one一皿uid MID and inthe two‑fluid equations, re革peCtively. hthe numerical

eigenmode analysis of the ballooning instability in a tail‑like equilibrium Miura et al.
(1989) assumed intuitivelythatthe parallel component of the velocity perturbation
vanishes andthe balloonlng mode in也e magnetosphere is incompressible, because the

ballooning instability arises inthe shearA帆血branch andthe slow mode is only

stabilizing. They foundthatthe plasma sheet is subject tothe balloonhg instability and
thefundamental symmetric mode is destabilized bythe instability. However, by

employingthe Energy Principle (Bemstein et al. 1958, Freidberg 1987),Lee and Wolf
(1992) have argued也atthe ballooning instability is stabilized bythe compressibility in
the highly stretched tail‑1ike丑eld conflgtu.ation. The purpose of the present paper is to

show intuitively, based onthe Energy Principle,thatthe incompressible assumption for
the balloonillginstability as adopted by Miura et al, (1989) is more valid for the tail‑like
configuration, whenthe balloonlng mode is strongly localized nearthe equator, and to
suggest on a more solid basisthe relevance of the onset of the ballooning instability in

the tail‑like equilibrium to the onset of the sllbstormexpansion phase. More detailed
analysis of the validity oftheincompressible assumption based on mathematical
formulation is deferred to another paper (Miura 1999),
2, Requirement forthe Theory of the Near‑EarthSubstorm Onset

lme importance of the near‑EarthreglOn Dr eVenthe reglOn aS Close asthe
geosynchronous region in the substorm onset has been emphasized by intensive
observations. Those intensiveand crucial observations of the sl】bstorm onset have

sh…thatthe location of the onset is near‑Earthbetween 6 Re and ll Reinthe
premidmight, where Re isthe eardl's radius, it is localized azimu也ally, and the time

scale of the onset is very fast, 1essthan a few minutes. The importance of the near‑Earth
region inthe substorm onset has also been supported by evidencethatthe auroral arc

that brightens first during a substormmaps to the inner edge of the plasma sheet.
¶lerefore, any potential mechanism of the substorm onset mllSt be able to explain(1)
the near‑Earthloeation of也e onset, its localized nature in the localtime, its fast time
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scale, and (2)the relation of the specific Onset mechanism to theglobal reconflguration

of the magnetosphere, tothe energy release of the magnetic energy stored inthe highly
stretched tail field lines,and also to

the auroral brightening in

the

magnetosphere‑ionosphere coupling system associatedwiththe onset,

Whereasthe ion tearing Instability inthe 2‑D model ofthethick quasineutral
sheet is stabilized bythe electron compressibility effect due to a normalmagnetic field

component (Lembege and Pellat 1982, Pellat etal･ 1991), which is stronger nearer to
the earth,and a small azimuthalwavenumber is favorable forthe tearing Instability, a
large azimuthalwavenumber is favorable forthe ballooning Instability andthe growth
rate of the ballooninginstability inthe plasma sheet is larger nearer tothe earth(see
Figure 6 0f Miura et al. (1989)). Therefore,the localized nature of the ballooning
instabilityinthe azimuthaldirection and its preference forthe near‑EarthreglOn inthe
plasma sheet are favorable forthe substorm onset.

Sincethe fieldllinesinthe near‑Earthplasma sheet are stretchedand become
tail‑like duringthe growthphase (Kau血ann 1 987),thefield line curvature radius near

the equator may become comparable tothe Larmor radius of bulk of ions. h such a

casethe ion stochastic dynamics become important inthe near‑Earthplasma sheet (e.g.
Biichner and Zelenyi 1989, Chen 1992). Existence of such stochastic plasma has been

suggested by observationsinthe near‑Earthplasma sheet by Lui etal, (1 992). Therefore,
any potential mechanism of the substormonset must be robust eveninthe presence of

the stochastic plasma dynamics.
3, Tail‑like Equilibriumand Dipole‑like Equilibrium

Althoughthere is n? quantitative definition of the tail‑like conflguration andthe
dipole‑like configuration, Which is important in understandingthe dynamical change of
the magnetospheric configuration in substorm, we proposethat a good criterion of the

equilibriunconflglu･ation determ1nlng Whether it is tai1‑1ike or dipole‑like may be the
smallness parameter s, which is equaltothe ratio of the perpendicular gradient‑B scale
lengthtothe field‑line cumature radius.When Eくく1 is satis茄ed on average except near

the equator,the configuration is considered to be tail‑like and when s>>1the
configuration is considered to be dipole‑like. Here, we should notethat sincethe dipole

field in vacuumis a zero‑P field (zero pressure),the dipole field in vacuum satisfies s
‑1, This meansthatinthe dipolefield in vacuumthe tension force bythe field line
curvature is balanced withthe magnetic pressure gradient force.

When c <<l on average except nearthe equator,the pressure gradient force
is balanced withthe magnetic pressure gradient force, Such an equilibrium is possible

only whenthe equilibriumis tail‑like andthe field lines are stretched substantial1y, so
thatthe field line cuⅣature radius is large except for a tiny region arOundthe equator.

Figure 1(也) shows schematicallythis case, wherethe configuration is tail‑like. The

extreme limit (6 ‑0) of this case isthe one‑dimensional neutral sheet (Harris sheet), in

whichthe pressure gradient force is outward away &omthe neutral planeandthis force
is balancedwiththe magnetic pressure gradient force directing tOWardthe neutral plane.

Inthe highly stretched 2‑D plasma sheet, such small E limit is satisfied except nearthe
equator (see Figure 4 0f Miura et al. (1989)). Inthe opposite limit s>>1the pressure
gradient force is balancedwiththe magnetic tension force due tothe field‑line curvature.
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Therefore,this case corresponds tothat, wherethe field line is substamially curved or
dipole‑like. Figure 1(a) shows schematicallythis case, wherethe Beld line is
substamially curved and也e tension force is nearly balanced withthe pressure gradient

force. We expectthatthe outer edge ofthering cⅦTent isanexample of this large 8
equi】ibrium, because the field line is not stro】鴫ly stretched舟om血e dipole as in the

plasma sheet. Ohtani et al, (1989b) obtained by numerical iteration a model equilibrium
representingthe outer edge ofthering current. It is shown in Figure 2 0f Ohtani et al.

(1989b)that c >1 isindeed satisBedintheir model.
4. Balloomillg hstability versus Interchange Instability

lt is wellknown thatthe ballooning instability andthe interchangeinstability are

ralogous tothe gravitational Rayleigh‑Taylorinstability, in whichthe effective gravity

lS given by equatingthe gravitational driRwiththe combined gradient‑Band curvature
drifts.Whereasthe interchange or加te instability extendsmiformlyalongthe entire
lengthofthe field line,the ballooning instability is localized to a五mite regioll Of

unfavorable curvature. nerefore,the growth rate of the ballooning instability sho111d
be smallerthanthe growth rate of the interchange instability. hthe interchange

instability,the elecb･ostatic potentialperturbation, which describesthe azimuthal
electric field perturbation (see Mil汀a etal, (1989)), ismiformalongthe field 】ineand
血e丘eld line tension does not preventthe instability, nerefore, mly compressibility is

the stabilizing factorinthe interchange instability,Althoughtheinterchange instability
has traditionally beeninvestigated for a dipole‑like magnetosphericfield conBguration

(e.g. Gold 1959),the interchange instability isalso possible inthe taill1ike equilibrium
(Horton et al. 1999). Onthe other hand,the ballooning instability or the unstable
ballooning mode inthe tail‑like equilibriumis strongly localized near die equator (See

Figure 7 0fMiura et al, (1989)). Sincethe ballooning mode is stronglypeaked atthe
equatorand is decaying eXPOnentially towardthe ionosphere,the electrostatlC POtemial
perturbation is a Rmction of the distancealongthe field line andthe五eld line tension

adds tothe compressibility as stabilizing factors,

5, Ballooning Instability inthe Tail‑like Equilibrium
5, 1. Ideal MHD Plasma
Whenthere is a field line curvature inthe high‑β plasma,theAl鮎miC perturbation

becomes a source of the compressionalperturbation andthe compressionaleffect
propagatesalongthe field line with也e slow mode speed. Sincethe stability analysis

studiesthe steady state, whenthe perturbation becomes steady long aRerthe initial
transient phase,.the compressionalefFect given atthe equator, for既amPle, is averaged

alongthe field line and die COmPreSSionalfactor, which isthe divergence of the
perturbed velocity vector, is homogeneously distribtltedand becomes constantalong血e

field line. This is what one oftheminimization conditions of the Energy Principlewith
respect tothe parallel displacement (Bernstein etal, 1958, Freidberg 1987, Lee and

Wolf 1992) requires. Noticethat theminimization condition is derived &omthe
minimization of the square of the absolute value of the divergence of the displacement
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vector andthis guaranteesthatthe compressional factor becomes constantalo喝the

field line･Althoughthe ballooning driving term inthe ballooning eigenmode equation
(Miura 1999), which is proportional totheperturbed electrostatlC POtential, is a local

quantity changing withthe distancealongthefield lineand is stronglypeaked atthe
equator,the compressionalstabilizing termis proportional tothe nux average of the
pertl血ed electrostatic potential, which is a globalqtlantity and arises五･omthe

spreading of the compressional effect overthe entire field line as we have seen above.
When

the magnetic

五eld lines are more stretched tailward

andthe small s

approximation forthe equilibriumalong withthe long‑thin assumption forthe
perturbations are more satisfied on average except nearthe equator,the local instability
driving termis more Strongly peaked atthe equator, butthe compressional stabilizing
term lS PrOPOrtionaltothe丑ux aもerage of the perturbed electrostatic potential, which is
still averaged alongthe emtire丑eld line, however strongly the field lines become

stretched and tail‑like. Here,the long‑thin perturbation means thatthe perpendicular
wavelengthofthe perturbation is much smallerthanthe parallel w,avelength･ Therefore,
the local ballooning driving t飢n dominatesthe global compresslOnal stabilizing term
nearthe equator, Thus,the incompressible assumptlOn is more likely to be satis丑ed in

the tail‑like equilibrit皿nearthe equator, Away丑omthe equatorthe contribution tothe

energy Integral due tothe field line tension may be more importantthanthe
compressibility contribution tothe energy integral. Therefore,theincompressible
assumptlOn Seems tO be more valid inthe tail‑like equilibrium,
The Energy P血ciple adopted byLee and Wolf (1992) is consistentwiththe

eigenmodeanalysis adopted by Miura etal, (1989) whenthe energymimimization
condition is taken hto ac.count and the compressibility termis retained即iura 1 999)I In

order to find more quantitatively the conditionsunder whichthe compressibility can be

neglected forthe ballooning instability, Miura (1999) calculated each energy term inthe
Energy Principle forthe tail‑like equilibriumand has血ownthatthe compressible

stabilizing term canbe neglectedforthe tail‑like equilibrium, whenthe ballooning
eigenmode is strongly localized nearthe equator. More specifically, it has been found
that when the plasma P atthe equator is mllCh largerthan 6/r, where r isthe ratio of
specific heat and is equalto 5/3 forthe adiabatic 3‑D plasma,the compressible

stabilizing termCanbe neglected forthe strongly localized mode, which is strongly
peaked at the equator and is decaying eXPOnentially towardthe ionosphere. lt has also
been foundthatthe interchange mode is completely stabilized bythe compressibility
whenthe plasma β atthe equator is largerthan 6/r. This is consistentwithfindings of

Horton et al. (1999)thattheinterchange mode is stabilized by the compressibility when
the plasma β atthe equator is largerthan1･5‑3･0･ The differeヮce of the critical β atthe

equator forthe interchange mode betweenthe presentinvestlgationand Horton etal.
(1999) is dlle tOthe difference ofthe甲eCific丘eld models. It has also been foundthat

forthe plasma P atthe equator much smallerthan6/r, die interchange (Lute) mode

becomes essentially incompressible, We notethatfor the ballooning lnStabilitythe
ionospheric boundary condition is such thatthe electrostatic potential perturbation is
zero atthe ionosphere or the field line displacement is zero atthe ionosphere, Forthe

interchange modethe ionospheric boundary condition is suchthatthe field‑aligned
derivative of the electrostatic potentialperturbation is zero atthe ionosphere, which is
satis丑ed for zero ionospheriC condllCtivities.Whenthe compressibility can be negleted
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forthe ballooning instability,the only stabilizing factor isthe field line tension,
nerefore,the conditionfor也e ballooninginstability inthe incompressible limit
becomes a払miliar formthatthe plasma β atthe equator must exceedthe prodllCt Ofthe

pressure gradient scale lengthandthe field line curvature radius atthe equator divided
bythe square of the parallel scale lengthof也e ballooning mode (Miura et al, 1989,
Roux et al. 1991a,也).

Sincethe unstable ballooning eigenmode found in Miura etal. (1989) (see
their Figtue 7) usingthe incompressible assumption satisfleSthe conditionthatthe
plasma P atthe equator is mllCh largerthan6/rand也e unstable ballooning mode is

strongly localized nearthe equator,the incompressible assumption intheir calculation
seems to be jllStifled a posteriori. Therefore,theinstability is expected to occur when

the critical P calculated usingtheincompressible assumption is exceeded bythe
increase of the near‑Eardl Plasma P.
5.2. Stochastic Plasma

Whenthe field line becomes very tail‑like, sothatthefield line curvature raditlS near
the equator becomes comparable tothe ion Larmor radius,the ion motion becomes
stochasticandthe stochasdc ion dynamics become importantand must be taken into
accountinthe ballooning stability analysis (Hurricane et al, 1995). The stochastic ion
dynamics may be important even as close as inthe near‑Ea血plasma sheet (Lui et al.

1992).

According tothe formulation of Hurricane etal. (1995),the ballooning

elgenmOde equation includingthe stochastic dynamics is similar tothe idealMHD

eigenmode equation, but the compressibility term, which is expressed witha weighted
丑ux average of the electrostatic potential perturbation, must be replaced by a weighted

皿ux average of the electrostatic potentialperturbationwiththe weighting function

includingthefield‑line cllrVature. 1misindicatesthatthe effective compression termin

the stochasdc plasma can also be represented by the weighted flux average of the
electrostatic potemial perturbationwiththe weighting function includingthe丑eld‑line

curvature, Sincethe stochastic dynamics are only important wherethe curvatWe radius
is very small nearthe equator, we reasollably assumethatthe curvature radius is much
smallerthanthe perpendicular gradient‑B scale lengthnearthe equator and也e integral
only in die intwvalnear the equator contributes most to the weighted nu又 avera苧e of

the electrostatic potentialperturbation. Then, it is shown (Miwa 1999)that there lS nO
unstable interchange modewith a constant electrostatic potentialperturbation and也e

interchange mode is only marginalinthe stochastic plasma. This is becausethe
interchange mode is completely stabilized bythe effective compressibility inthe
stochastic plasma. lt is also shownthat,the balloonmg mode inthe stochasdc plasma

cannot be completely stabilized bythe effective compressibility alone, For a strongly
localized mode, which is strongly peaked atthe equator and is exponential1y decayil唱

towardthe ionosphere,the effective compressionalterm inthe stochastic plasma canbe

neglectedandthe ballooning elgenmOde equation under such a condition inthe
stochastic plasma becomesthe same asthe ideal incompressible MHD eigenmode
equation. This is very reasonable, becausethe stocllaStic dynamics are to ehangethe
equatim Of state舟omthe adiabatic equation of state used inthe idealMHD analysis.
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Since血e incompressible treatm飢t does not use血e equation of state and instead uses a

mechanical equationthatthe divergence of the perturbed velocity Vector is zero for
closure of the nuid equations,the incompressible equation should be validinthe
appropnate limits considered above i汀eSpeCtive of whe血er血e plasma is adiabatic or

stochastic. It has also been foundthatthere is no condition for plasma P forthe validity
of the incompressible assumptioninthe stochastic plasma, althoughthere is a critical β,

which is set bythe stabilizing tension force, By comparingthe eigenmode equations for
血e ideal MHD and stochastic plasmas it has been fbund血at fbr血e plasma P much

largerthan 6/r

the stochastic plasma is less stablethanthe ideal adiabatic MHD

plasma. This is consistentwiththe findings of Hurricane etal, (1995).
6, Relation of the Ballooning hstability tothe AuroralBreak Up

By includinginthe bal100nmg elgenmOde equationanion diamagnetic drift ten, which
isthe誓ost dominant non‑ideal MHD term, Miura etal･ (1989) showedthatthe
balloonlng

instability destabilizesthe driR Alfvin mode (Tamao, 1984)in

the

magnetosphere, which is propagating westward. Ohtani et al. (1 989a,b)ful血er extended

the eigenmode analysis ofMiura et al. (1989) by employingfull two‑nuid equations. Pu
et al, (1997) also used two‑nuid equations intheir study of the ballooning instability
based onthe local approximation. The real B･equency of the unstable driR ballooning

mode due tothe presence of the ion diamagnetic drift terminthe eigenmode equation is
important and should be takeninto account in understandingthe substorm onset
phenomena. The ion diamagnetic drift efFect, which is a dominant correction tothe ideal

MIiD equations, is responsible forthe westward driR oftheunstable driRAlfven wave
andthis westward driR may be relevant tothe inherent westward driR of the travelling
auroral surge.

A consideration of the non‑ideal MHD and kinetic eWects (e.g, Chen and

Hasegawa 1991, Cheng and Lui 1998) ontheinstability may further suggestthe
relevance of the ballooning Instability to the observed onset phenomena. The strongly

localized electrostatic potentialperturbation, which ispeaked atthe equatorand is
decaying eXPOnentially towardthe ionosphere, may cause a parallel electric field for

auroral particle accelaration whenthefull kinetic effects are takeninto account,

althoughinthe ideal MHD approximationthe parallel electrostatic electric field is
cancelled bythe parallelinductive field,witha consequencethatthere is no net parallel

electric fleld. ne shearinthe ion diamagnetic driR velocity is known to cause a
Kelvin‑Helmholtz instability (Yoon et a1., 1996), but coupled withthe ballooning

instability itmight cause complexity iT auroral deformation followingthe onset･ Thus at
such a kinetic levelthe ballooning Instability may naturally be consistentwiththe

auroral brighteningand deformation inthe magnetosphere‑ionosphere coupling system
followingthe onset.
7. Nonlinear Growthofthe Ballooning hstability
Recently, a comprehensive study of the nonlinear development of the ballooning
instability in也e near‑ Ear血plasma sheet has been ca汀ied out by pritchett and Coroniti

(1999) by using a 3‑Dfull particle simulationandtheir simulation shows thatthe
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near‑Earthplasma sheet does indeed become subject to the ballooning Instability, when

the plasma P exceeds a critical P calculated by usingtheincompressible assumption

(Miura et al. 1989, Roux et al. 1991a,b). Their simulation demonstrates clearlythatthe
westward propagating driR A帆血.wave, which is diamagnedc in character (the

pressureperturbationandthe magnetic PreSSureperturbation are out of phase), Canbe
destabilized bythe ballooning instability inthe parameter range predicted by Miura etal.
(1989). Thus,their simulation supportsthe validity of the incompressible assumption
andthe line竺analysis ofMiura et al･ (1989)･Althoughthe nonlinear evolution of the

ballooning Instability clearly shownintheir simulation is beyondthe scope of the
present linearinvestlgation, it is conJeCturedthat duringthe development of the
ballooning mStability,the curvature of the field lineandthe pressure gradient, which
drivethe instability, are reduced, becauseany instability evolves to reduce the
inhomogeneity inthe tmperturbed state, which drivesthe instability. Therefore, it is
suggested血at血e balloonhg instability may be a dipolarization process.

8. Discussions and Conclusion
The grow血rate of the incompressible ballooninginstabilityinthe tail‑like equilibrium

is proportional tothe square root of the sumofthe ionand electron temperatures
divided bythe product of the perpendicular pressure gradient scale lengdl andthe
curvature radius atthe equator. If we assume, according to observationalresults of
Korthet al. (1991) and Pu et al. (1992),thatthe ion temperature, which is much larger
thanthe electron temperature, is lkeVandthe pressure gradient scale lengthandthe
field line curvature radius atthe equatorinthe near‑Earthplasma sheet are both
lOOOOkm,the e‑folding time of the ballooning mode growthbecomes 32sec. This

e‑folding time is fast enoughto account forthe rapid onset of the substorm expansi?n
phase･ Noticethatalthoughthe present incPmpressible ballooninginstability arises m
the shear Alfvin branch,this e‑folding time lS much smallerthanthe bounce time of the
Alfv血wave betweenthe ionospheres of bothhemispheres. This is becausethe Alfvin

wave is trapped in a region arotmdthe equator (effective potemialwell)and is not
bouncing back and forthbetweenthe ionospheres. According tothe particle simulation
ofPritchett and Coroniti (1999),the growthrate andthe realfrequency of the unstable
dri允balloonlng mode due tothe ion diamagnetic driR efFect are comparable, Therefore,

we expectthatthe wave period oftheunstable drift ballooning mode is a few tens of

seconds. Holler et al, (1995) foundinsitu diamagnetic hydrodynamic oscillations with
periods of ‑ 45‑65sec, which are obseⅣed during血e most active phase of血e substom

breakup, The wave period and

the diamagnetic character of these observed

hydromagnetic oscillations are consistent withdiamagnetic drift ballooning modes,

which are strongly localized nearthe equator (Miura et al. 1 989).
According to Lui et al. (1992)血e plasma P as large as 〜70 has been

observed inthe near‑Earthplasma sheet beforethe substormonset. Therefore,the
plasma P much largerthan one may not be a rare caseinthe near‑Earthplasma sheet
beforethe substorm onset, Therefore,the present resultinsection 5 showingthatthe
ideal MHD balloonlng mode, which is strongly localized nearthe equator, is essentially
incompressible forthe plasma β atthe equator much largerthan6/r seems to be

applicable tothe near‑Earthplasma sheet beforethe substormonset.AsWe have seenin
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section 5.2, if the plasma is stochasticinthe near‑Earthplasma sheet,the same
conclusion holds irrespective of the plasma P･

Althoughtheinitlal perturbation or seed forthe ballooning instability inthe
particle simulation ofPritchettand Coroniti (1999) is provided bythe noise inherentin
the particle simulation, inthe real magnetospheriC plasmathe flniteamplitude initial
perturbation is necessary forthe growthof the ballooninginstability. This fact may
explainthe somewhat sporadic occurrence of the substorm onset, which has been
reported to be innuenced by internal tnggers and external triggers OutSidethe

magnetosphere･ It might also be copjecturedthat an earthward now induced bythe
reconnection 血也e doⅥlS廿eam reglOn plays a role of the initial perturbation fbr血e

ballooning Instability irlthe near‑Earthplasma sheet,
We should mention bere仇at也e stability analysis of仙e balloonhg

instabilityinthe tail‑like configuration has also beenperhrmed by Bhattacharjee et al.
(1998), butwitha difFerent conclusion, They showed by an eigenmode analysis that a
21D magnetotail, Obtained by 2‑D time dependent simulations of the magnetotailinthe

high‑Lundquist‑number regime, is subject to an ideal MHD compressible ballooning
instability (symmetric mode) with a high azimu血al wave number. They also sllOWed

thatthe same magnetotail conflguration is not subject tothe ideal MHD incompressible
ballooning

instability, Lee (1998)also supports

their conclusion, Since

the

compressibility has always a stabilizinginnuence onthe ballooning instability, it is not
certainwhy the calculation of Bhattacharjee et al. (1998) showed thatthe same
equilibriumis subject tothe compressible ballooninginstability but is not subject to the
incompressible ballooninginstability, because if anunstable compressible mode is
found by the eigenmode analysis,that mode should become anunstable trialfunctionin
the Energy Principle,inwhichthe compressible stabilizing term is neglected. The
validity of usingthe dynamic equilibriumconflguration asanunperturbed state inthe
ballooning stability analysis, whose eigenmode equation is obtained fbr血e static

equilibrium, is not guaranteed. Hence,the reason why Bhattacharjee et al. (1998) could
not find an incompressible unstable mode may be due tothe factthatthey used a

dynamic equilibrium solution instead of the static equilibrium as anunperturbed state･

The present results justifythe incompressible assumption made inthe
ballooning stabilityanalysis of Miura etal･ (1989) for a tail‑like equilibriu竺･

Furthermore,they su!gestthat whenthe critical P due tothe stabilizing tension force lS
exceeded,the ballooning instability is a viableinstability inthe near‑Earthplasma sheet,
which is strongly localized nearthe equator and may become essentially incompressible
beforethe substorm onset. We have also foundthatthe grow山rate of the balloonlng

instability is larger nearer tothe earth,the ballooning mode has a large azimuthal
wave‑number, andthe growth time (e‑folding time) of the ballooning instability
becomes a few tens of seconds. All of these characteristics of the unstable driR
ballooning mode seem to satisfythe requirements in (1) describedinsection 2 forthe
onset mechanism, i.e.,the near‑Earthlocation,the localized nature of the onset
phenomena inthe local time,andthe time scale of the onset phenomena, Furthermore,

the robustness of the ballooning mode againstthe stochastic dynamics, in contrast tothe
susceptibility oftheintqchange mode, suggeststhatthe ballooning mode may be
relevant tothe near‑Earthonset of substoms.

Althougha complete scenario of the substorm onsetandthe subsequent
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physical processes has not been presented inthe presentinvestlgation owing tO lack of

understanding of the specific relation of the ballooninginstability tothe global features
in(2) describedinsection 2, i.e" tothe global reconflguration of the magnetosphereand

tothe energ.y release of the magnetic energy stored inthe high1y stretched tail fleld lines,
the present lnVeStigadon suggests at leastthe Viability of the ballooninginstability inthe
near‑Earthplasma sheet prior tOthe substorm onsetand its possible role inthe
near‑Ear血onset of血e expansion phase of substoms.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the dipole‑like field and the tail‑like field. (a) )n the dipole‑like五eld, S>>l holds

andthe pressure gradient force 0)lack arrow) is nearly balancedwith the tension force (white arrow) dlle tO
thefield line curvature. (b) ln the tail‑)ike名eld, S<<1 holds on average except nearthe equator and llle

pressure gradient force (black arrow) is nearly balancedwith the magnetic pressure force (white arrow) away
&om the equator.
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